


































Replace with another picture. Bricks are preserved for historic character.







City limits in gold.  Add to legend.Typo Edits - Carl Pugh Park



Verify % of non-taxable property. Typo Edits - "in" in last sentence.









Reduce phases to 5 year increments.Add ASACC to earlier phase.



Revise Notes -# 3 - Courthouse parking structure part of Business Park.#9 - Include other potential uses for the old Police Station. 



Typo Edits - "Vision"



Typo Edits -In "Narrative" add "to" after "place" in 1st sentence





















Policy decision to adopt an Historic Preservation Ordinance.





HUD vouchers are Section 8 vouchers.  





Need to verify what is the festival the narrative is talking about.Typo Edits - add the word "be" second paragraph on page 60.





Typo Edits - add "in" to the last sentence.







Revise first paragraph.  The one  grocery store in the City limits has closed



Typo Edits - In the  Community Gardens paragraph add"to" in last sentence



Typo Edits - 2nd paragraph - add "to" to the last sentence.3rd paragraph - remove "s" from the word goal. 





Typo Edits - 2nd paragraph - remove the word "that" in the 2nd sentence.3rd paragraph - Remove "for" in the 3rd sentence.



Typo Edits - Under Figure 3.36 - remove "A" and capitalize the "a" in the first word of the paragraph



Typo Edits - 1st paragraph add "is" to the 4th sentence. Delete the "a" in the5th sentence.



Typo Edits -  delete the "1" in the 2nd sentence.











Define "clear building signage".





Typo Edits - Under "Historic Tour Guides" - Add "ing" to the last time the word "foster" appears.Under "Start Up" - capital misspelled on last sentence



Revise phases to 5 year increments and complete the redevelopment of the CRA in 20 years.Add redevelopment  of MLK to Phase 1.



Typo Edits - 1st paragraph -  add the word "in" to 3rd sentence.



Typo Edits - Figure 3.50 - delete the word"Hill". 



Typo Edits - 1st paragraph add "s" to dealership in last sentence





Typo Edits - Add "be" to the last sentence.



Typo Edits - Delete "on" on 2nd sentence

















Typo Edits - Under "Railroad and Air" - include all modes of transportation.  Include water.Under "Cars" - revise to "beltway" in last sentence.





Typo Edits - # 5 Delete"of".







Typo Edits - #8 - Change "is to "be" in last sentence.





Typo Edits - In paragraph under "Phase II"   - the name of the park is "Vera Francis Hall",





Typo Edits - 2nd paragraph - change the word "from" to "form".









Typo Edits - Add "s" to "Objective".



























Typo Edits - Delete "efforts to" in 1st sentence and delete "ing" to replace in 2nd sentence 



Typo Edits - Delete "efforts to" in 1st sentence and delete "ing" to replace in 2nd sentence 



Typo Edits - Delete "shade" in 2nd paragraph.





Primary Goals #2 and Tertiary Objective 2nd Bullet  - Charter research required.Primary Objectives - delete 2nd bullet.Secondary Objectives - 1st Bullet - Coordination with redevelopment of old Police Station required.







Explain "Intersection 3" improvements.







Typo Edits - City of "GCS" not "CGS".Who is the North Florida Business League?Phasing Schedule needs to revised and reduced.



Typo Edits - City of "GCS" not "CGS".Phasing Schedule needs to revised and reduced.



Typo Edits - City of "GCS" not "CGS".Delete the 7th and 8th "Action Steps" related to the electric utility.  Add action steps related to sustainability.Phasing Schedule needs to revised and reduced.



Marked set by 

Typo Edits - City of "GCS" not "CGS".Delete the 5th "Action Step".Phasing Schedule needs to revised and reduced.



Typo Edits - City of "GCS" not "CGS".Add the Historical Society as a "Responsible Entity" for "Action Step" 10.Phasing Schedule needs to revised and reduced.



Typo Edits - City of "GCS" not "CGS".Phasing Schedule needs to revised and reduced.











































Comprehensive Plan Amendments - Policy Decisions



Comprehensive Plan Amendments  - Policy DecisionsComplete Streets Policy recommended



Comprehensive Plan Amendments - Policy Decisions



Land Development Code Changes including establishing  Historic Preservation Board - Policy Decisions
























